
Exquisite technology

Reliability, design and usability within  

the reach of any business



Cashlogy is the perfect 

automated cash 

control solution for 

those establishments 

that want to 

professionalise their 

business and offer their 

customers a modern 

and simple payment 

experience.

A reliable smart 

technology solution 

that gives you peace 

of mind by minimising 

internal theft which 

also saves you time 

by eliminating time-

consuming cash 

balancing.

Exquisite technology



Improves the user 

experience
Cashlogy is a solution designed to improve usability 
for both customers and staff. Thanks to its illuminated 
guide, icons and display - the payment process is 
intuitive and simple. Moreover, its interior modularity 
makes it easy for the employee to gain technical 
access for maintenance and cleaning tasks. 

The customer always 
gets the right change

It allows employees to 
provide a high quality 
service

Intuitive, easy to use 
and rapid learning 
curve 

Help videos to quickly 
resolve any problems

Minimise 
errors Save time 

Learning Support 

A smart technology solution that focuses on the 
future of your business by increasing employee 
productivity as well as  freeing them from 
administrative tasks by allowing your business to 
move a step ahead.

Cash control to 

professionalise  

your business

Minimise the 
possibility of 

internal theft

Faster and error-free 
cash balancing at the 

end of the day

Increase 
hygiene in the 
establishment 

Manage change in 
an optimal manner

Eliminate coin 
and banknote 

fraud



See your device’s transactions 

and notifications from anywhere 

using the Cashlogy app

Different maintenance 

services for an exquisite 

condition of your device.

Easy to integrate 

into the business

A compact, robust and modern solution that can be 
easily integrated into your business thanks to its 
various configurations , customisation possibilities 
and Interchangeable modules 

Also, with Cashlogy app and our maintenance 

services, you will have less concerns to  

dedicate your time to what really matters. 



Compact design

Coins exit

Banknotes exit

Banknotes entrance

Coins entrance

Fast coin recycling Fast banknote recycling 

Acceptance Bulk, up to 80 mixed denomination coins. Single.

Validation From 1 cent to 2 euros From 5 to 500 euros 

Capacity 

2€: 120 uds. 
1€: 150 uds. 

0,50€: 135 uds. 
0,20€: 190 uds.

0,10€: 245 uds. 
0,05€: 245 uds. 
0,02€: 310 uds. 
0,01€: 390 uds.

3 recycling units for up to 50 banknotes 
depending on the denomination.

Validation speed 3.5 coins / second 1 banknote / second 

Coin and banknote 
return speed Up to 30 coins / second 1 banknote / second 

2 different configurations

1. Employee       2. Consumer

Attended 

Unattended

* Measure in mm 
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Exquisite technology

For further information, please contact: 
T. +34 948 709 709 · info@cashlogy.com

www.cashlogy.com
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